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We examine the macroscopic quantum tunneling(MQT) in high-Tc superconductor Josephson junctions with
a d-wave order parameter. Using a microscopic Hamiltonian and the functional integral method, we analyti-
cally obtain the MQT rate(the inverse lifetime of the metastable state) for thec-axis twist Josephson junctions.
In the case of the zero twist angle, the system shows the super-Ohmic dissipation due to the presence of the
nodal quasiparticle tunneling. Therefore, the MQT rate is strongly suppressed in comparison with the finite
twist angle cases.
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In the current biased Josephson junctions, the states of
nonzero supercurrent are metastable owing to transitions to
lower-lying minima of the potential. At sufficiently low tem-
peratures, such transitions can be caused by macroscopic
quantum tunneling(MQT) (Refs. 1 and 2) through the po-
tential barrier. The possibility of observing the MQT in Jo-
sephson junctions was first pointed out by Ivanchenko and
Zi’lberman.3 The first clear experimental observations of the
MQT were made in 1981 on smalls-wave Josephson junc-
tions by Voss and Webb(Nb) (Ref. 4) and Jackelet al. (Pb).5

Since macroscopic systems are inherently dissipative,
there arises a fundamental question of what is the effect of
dissipation on the MQT. This issue was first solved by Cal-
deira and Leggett in 1981 by using the path-integral method
and they showed that the MQT is depressed by dissipation.6,7

This effect has been verified in experiments ons-wave Jo-
sephson junctions shunted by an Ohmic normal resistanceRS
(,RN: the tunnel resistance of the junction).8,9 As was men-
tioned by Eckernet al., the influence of the quasiparticle
dissipation is quantitatively weaker than that of the Ohmic
dissipation in the shunt resistor.10 This is due to the existence
of an energy gapD for the quasiparticle excitation in super-
conductors. Therefore, in an ideals-wave Josephson junction
without the shunt resistance, the suppression of the MQT rate
due to the quasiparticle dissipation is very weak at low tem-
perature regime.

In this paper, we will consider the MQT in high-Tc cu-
prate superconductor Josephson junctions. From many ex-
perimental studies, it is confirmed that the symmetry of the
pair potential(the superconducting gap) is dx2−y2 (Refs. 11
and 12) (see Fig. 1). In such anisotropic superconductors, the
gap vanishes in certain directions(the nodal directions),
hence quasiparticles can be excited even at sufficiently low
temperature regime. Therefore, we will investigate the effect
of the nodal quasiparticle dissipation on the MQT. In the
following, we will show an analytical calculation of the
MQT rate for thed-wave c-axis twist Josephson junction
(see Fig. 1) from a microscopic model. Note that the effect of

the quasiparticle decoherence was recently discussed by Fo-
minov et al.13 and Aminet al.14 in the context of thed-wave
qubit.

To derive an expression for the effective action, we will
use a microscopic model of thed-wave/insulator/d-wave
Josephson junction, described by the grand canonical Hamil-
tonian,H=H1+H2+HT+HQ, whereH1 andH2 are Hamil-
tonians describing thed-wave superconductors:

H1 = o
s
E drc1s

† srdS−
"2¹2

2m
− mDc1ssrd

−
1

2o
s,s8
E drdr8c1s

† srdc1s8
† sr8d

3g1sr − r8dc1s8sr8dc1ssrd, s1d

wherem is the chemical potential andc sc†d is the fermion
field operator. In order to obtain the anisotropic pair poten-
tial, the anisotropic attractive interactiongsr −r8d have to be
taken into account unlike conventionals-wave cases.10,15

HT=os edrdr8ftsr ,r8dc1s
† srdc2ssr8d+h.c.g describes the tun-

neling of Cooper pairs and quasiparticles between the two
sides of the junctions, andHQ=sQ1−Q2d2/8C is the charging
Hamiltonian whereC is the capacitance of the junction and

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of thec-axis twist Josephson junc-
tion. g is the twist angle about thec- axis. Inset shows the pair
potential for thedx2−y2- wave superconductors.
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Q1s2d is the operator for the charge on the superconductor 1
(2), which can be written asQ1=eos edrc1s

† srdc1ssrd.
By using the functional integral method,16,17 the ground

partition function for the system can be written as follows:

Z =E Dc̄1Dc1Dc̄2Dc2 expF−
1

"
E

0

"b

dtLstdG , s2d

whereb=1/kBT, csc̄d is the Grassmann field which corre-
sponds to the fermionic field operatorcsc†d, and the La-
grangianL is given by

Lstd = o
s

o
i=1,2

E drc̄issr,td]tcissr,td + Hstd. s3d

We will use the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation

e−s1/"de0
"b dtedrdr8c̄↑sr8,tdc̄↓sr,tdgsr−r8dc↓sr,tdc↑sr8,td

=E DD̄sr,r8;tdDDsr,r8;tdexpF 1

"
E

0

"b

dtE drdr8

3H−
uDsr,r8;tdu2

gsr − r8d
+ D̄sr,r8;tdc↓sr,tdc↑sr8,td

+ c̄↑sr,tdc̄↓sr8,tdDsr,r8;tdJG , s4d

in order to remove the termc4 in the HamiltonianHstd. This
introduces a complex pair potential fieldDsr ,r8 ;td
= uDsr ,r8 ;tduexpfifsr ,r8 ;tdg. The resulting action is only
quadratic in the Grassmann field, so that the functional inte-
gral over this number can readily be performed explicitly.
The functional integral over the modulus of the pair potential
field is taken by the saddle-point method. Then the partition
function is reduced to a single functional integral over the
phase differencef=f1−f2. To second order in the tunneling
matrix element, one findsZ=eDfstdexpf−Sef fffg /"g,
where the effective action is given by

Seffffg =E
0

"b

dt
C

2
S "

2e

] fstd
] t

D2

−E
0

"b

dtdt8Fast − t8dcos
fstd − fst8d

2

− bst − t8dcos
fstd + fst8d

2
G . s5d

This expression coincides with the previous results.18,19 The
second term in Eq.(5) describes dissipation due to the qua-
siparticle tunneling. The third term describes the tunneling of
Cooper pairs(the Josephson tunneling). The kernelsastd and
bstd are given in terms of the diagonal and off-diagonal
components of the Matsubara Green function in Nambu
space, usually denoted byG andF

astd = −
2

"
o
k,k8

utsk,k8du2G1sk,tdG2sk8,− td, s6d

bstd = −
2

"
o
k,k8

utsk,k8du2F1sk,tdF2
†sk8,− td. s7d

The Green functions are given by

Gsk,vnd = −
"si"vn + jkd

s"vnd2 + jk
2 + Dskd2 , s8d

Fsk,vnd =
"Dskd

s"vnd2 + jk
2 + Dskd2 , s9d

where jk="2k2/2m−m and "vn=s2n+1dp /b is the fermi-
onic Matsubara frequency(n is an integer). Information
about the anisotropy of the pair potential is included inDskd.
In the case of the cuprate high-Tc superconductors(thedx2−y2

symmetry), Dskd=D0 cos 2u (see Fig. 1).
We now turn to the calculation of the effective action and

the MQT rate(the inverse of the lifetime of the metastable
state) for the c-axis twist Josephson junction. In Fig. 1, we
show schematic of this junction. In this figure,g is the twist
angle about thec-axis s0øg,p /4d. Such a junction was
recently fabricated by using the single crystal whisker of
Bi2212 sBi2Sr2CaCu2O8+dd.20 Takano et al. measured the
twist angle dependence of thec-axis Josephson critical cur-
rent and showed a clear evidence of thedx2−y2 symmetry of
the pair potential.20,21

In the following, we assume that the tunneling between
the two superconductors is described in terms of the coherent
tunneling (utsk ,k8du2= utu2dki,ki8

, where ki is the momentum
parallel to theab-plane.). For simplicity, we also assume that
each superconductor consists of single CuO2 layer, D1skd
=D0 cos 2u, andD2skd=D0 cos 2su+gd. Moreover, we con-
sider the low temperature limitskBT!D0d. In the case where
the Josephson junction is biased by an externally applied
currentIext, we have to add an additional potential contribu-
tion linear inf.15 At this level of approximation, the effec-
tive action of the current biasedc-axis twist Josephson junc-
tion is

Seffffg =E
0

"b

dtFM

2
S ] fstd

] t
D2

+ UsfdG + Sfagffg,

s10d

Sfagffg = −E
0

"b

dtdr8ast − r8dcos
fstd − fsr8d

2
, s11d

whereM =Cs" /2ed2 is the mass andUsfd is the tilted wash-
board potential

Usfd = − EJsgdScosf +
Iext

ICsgd
fD . s12d

In this equation,EJ=s" /2edIC is the Josephson coupling en-
ergy and IC=−s2e/"de0

"b dtbstd is the Josephson critical
current. From Eqs.(7) and (9), we can obtain

ICs0d =
2e

"
utu2N0

2D0, s13d
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ICsp/8d < 0.66ICs0d, s14d

whereN0 is the density of states at the Fermi energy. The
result of ICs0d agrees with that of Tanaka and Kashiwaya.22

In the following, we will consider the effect of the nodal
quasiparticles on the MQT. For this purpose, we first calcu-
late the dissipation kernelastd for two types of thec-axis
junction, i.e.,(1) g=0 and(2) gÞ0 (here we will show the
result forg=p /8 case only.). Note that the behavior ofastd
have been already predicted in Ref. 18. Below we will derive
the analytic expression forastd and calculate the renormal-
ization mass.

In the case of thec-axis junction withg=0, the nodes of
the pair potential in the two superconductors are in the same
direction. Therefore, the node-to-node quasiparticle tunnel-
ing is possible even at very low temperatures. In this case,
the asymptotic form of the dissipation kernel at the zero tem-
perature is given by

astd <
3"2utu2N0

2

16D0

1

utu3
s15d

for D0ut u /"@1. This gives the super-Ohmic dissipation
which agrees with Refs. 18 and 19. Note that the dissipation
kernel for the normal Ohmic shunt resistance is
astd,1/t2.15,10

On the other hand, in the case of the finite twist angle
sg=p /8d, the asymptotic behavior of the dissipation kernel
is given by an exponential function due to the suppression of
the node-to-node quasiparticle tunneling, i.e.,

astd , expS−
1
Î2

D0utu
"

D s16d

for D0ut u /"@1. This result coincides with the previous
prediction.18 Equation(16) is very similar to that of the con-
ventionals-wave Josephson junctions with the constant pair
potentialD: astd,exps−2D ut u /"d.10 If the phasefstd var-
ies slowly with time on the time scale given by" /D0, we
may expandfstd−fst8d in Eq. (11) aboutt−t8. This gives

Sfagffg <
dMsp/8d

2
E

0

"b

dtS ] fstd
] t

D2

, s17d

where

dMsp/8d < 0.25
"2utu2N0

2

D0
. s18d

Hence under above condition, the dissipation actionSfag acts
as a kinetic term so that in the end the effect of the quasi-
particle dissipation results in an increase of the mass, i.e.,
M→M +dM (the mass renormalization).

The MQT rate at the zero temperature is given by the
formula1,23

G = lim
b→`

2

b
Im ln Z. s19d

In order to determineG we employ the instanton theory.23

When the barrier is low enough for the MQT to occur but

still so high that the instanton approximation is valid,G is
given by

G < A expS−
SB

"
D , s20d

whereSB=SeffffBg is the bounce exponent, that is the value
of the the actionSeff evaluated along the bounce trajectory
fBstd. Using above and Leggettet al.’s method,24 we obtain
the main results of this paper, namely, analytic expressions
for the MQT rate.[Note that we have setIext< IC so that we
can approximate the washboard potentialUsfd as a
quadratic-plus-cubic one.]

Gs0d
G0s0d

< expF− Bs0d − 0.14
"ICs0d

D0
2 Î "

2e

ICs0d
C

3H1 −S Iext

ICs0dD
2J5/4G , s21d

Gsp/8d
G0sp/8d

< expf− Bsp/8dg, s22d

where

Bsgd =
12

5e
Î "

2e
ICsgdCSÎ1 +

dMsgd
M

− 1D
3H1 −S Iext

ICsgd
D2J5/4

, s23d

andG0sgd is the decay rate without the quasiparticle dissipa-
tion. In Eq. (23), dMsp /8d is given by Eq.(18) and

dMs0d =
"2N0

2utu2

p2D0
E

0

1

dx
x2

Î1 − x2E
0

D0/ "vp
dss2K1ssxd2,

s24d

where vp is the plasma frequency andK1 is the modified
Bessel function. As an example, forD0=42.0 meV,25 Icsg
=0d=1.45310−4 A, C=10 fF, andIext/ ICsgd=0.9, we obtain

Gsgd
G0sgd

< H90% for g = 0

96% for g = p/8.
s25d

Therefore, the node-to-node quasiparticle tunneling in the
case of theg=0 junction gives rise to large reduction of the
MQT rate in compared with theg=p /8 case.

To summarize, we have presented the analytical calcula-
tion of the MQT rate for thec-axis twist Josephson junction
by making use of the functional integral method and the
instanton theory. Within the coherent tunneling approxima-
tion, we find the super-Ohmic dissipation in the case of the
zero twist angle junction. This dissipation is caused by the
node-to-node quasiparticle tunneling between the two super-
conductors. In the case of the finite twist angle, on the other
hand, the suppression of the MQT rate is weak in compared
with the g=0 case due to the inhibition of the node-to-node
quasiparticle tunneling.
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In this paper, we have considered thec-axis Josephson
junctions. Ind-wave Josephson junctions along theab-plane
(e.g., YBCO/PBCO/YBCO ramp-edge junctions26 and
YBCO grain boundary junctions27), the zero energy bound
states(ZES) (Ref. 28–30) give a crucial contribution to the
Josephson and the quasiparticle current. Therefore, it is very
interesting to investigate the effect of ZES on the MQT from
a microscopic Hamiltonian.

Finally we would like to point out that, in a phase type

qubit,31,32the MQT is used in final measurement process. We
expect that our result will help in understanding the decoher-
ence in the measurement processes for thed-wave phase
qubits.
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